. Confusion matrix of prediction using CNN for all 50 movements. Most of the confusion occurs with movements that have indices close to the index of the actual movement. In other words, the confusion mainly occurs in the same class of movement.
Supplementary Figure S2.
Comparison of CNN and SVM subject-to-subject accuracy of baseline classifier in intact subject with all movement types.
Supplementary Figure S3.
Comparison of CNN and SVM subject-to-subject accuracy of baseline classifier in amputee subject with all movement types. Figure S4 . Average training time of SVM for one subject. The training procedure was repeated 10 times to obtain an average training time. The SVM model was implemented for 4-Core parallel computing to be run on an Intel i5-6000. Figure S5 . Average session-to-session accuracy in self re-calibration scenario of intact subject using 3 repetitions for initial training (n=40) tested with all movement types. Repetitions 1, 2 and 3 of movement were used as the training data, and the other 3 repetitions were tested one by one with or without recalibration. The overall performance of CNN and SVM were increased by about 10% when compared with results in Fig. 6a which used only one repetition for initial training. Figure S6 . Comparison of CNN and SVM in intact subjects (n=40) tested with 10 movement subset. Average session-to-session accuracy in different self-recalibration scenario. Repetition 1 of movement was used as the training data, and repetitions 2 to 6 were tested one by one with or without recalibration.
Supplementary

Supplementary Figure S7.
Comparison of CNN and SVM in amputee subjects with remaining forearm >70% (n=4) tested with 10 movement subset. Average session-to-session accuracy in different selfrecalibration scenario. Repetition 1 of movement was used as the training data, and repetitions 2 to 6 were tested one by one with or without recalibration. Supplementary Table S1 . Average movement-to-movement accuracy for baseline classifier and selfrecalibration scenarios. 
